Majalah Fikiran Rajat 1932-1933: suara Marhaen anti kapitalisme dan imperialisme

Abstrak

This theses describes the profile and history of Fikiran Ra'jat Magazine among year 1932-1933 which was run by Soekarno as the media to unite two political parties, PNI Baru and Partindo. But after Soekarno chose Partindo, this magazine tried to keep its stability and still trying to be neutral between PNI Baru and Partindo although at the end the color obviously seemed a bit more like Partindo than PNI Baru. This can be seen from its role as Marhaen's agent who expressing upon anti-capitalism and anti-imperialism to bring about Indonesia's independency. The research of this theses focused on the explanation and description of some caricature drawing, written articles, magazine's readers letters, and discussion between magazine's readers and editorials which was all lead to the conclusion that this magazine is literally the Marhaen's agent in sounding anticapitalism and anti-imperialism. However, some factors such as the radical tone of caricature drawings, articles and readers' letters (Primbon Politik) also it's wide coverage publication became the reason of the withdrawal of this Fikiran Ra'jat Magazine in the end.